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Federal Aviation
Administration

FAA Organizational Structure

Office of Environment and Energy (AEE)
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Federal Aviation
Administration

Economic Benefits of Aviation

SOURCE: U.S. International Trade Commission

5.1% of
U.S. GDP

$1.6 Trillion
in U.S. economic
activity annually

$59.9 Billion 
of U.S. Trade Balance 
(exports-imports)

10.6 Million
U.S. jobs

Aviation equipment (aircraft, spacecraft, and related equipment) is largest 
export sector in U.S. economy accounting for over 8% of total exports.

SOURCE: FAA Air Traffic Organization
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Federal Aviation
Administration

AEE Mission and Vision

Mission: 
To understand, manage, and reduce the 
environmental impacts of global aviation through 
research, technological innovation, policy, and 
outreach to benefit the public

Vision: 
Remove environmental constraints on aviation growth 
by achieving quiet, clean, and efficient air 
transportation
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Federal Aviation
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Environmental & Energy Strategy

Notes:
1. Aviation E&E Policy Statement (Federal Register 77-141, 2012): http://www.faa.gov/about/office_org/headquarters_offices/apl/ 

environ_policy_guidance/policy/media/FAA_EE_Policy_Statement.pdf
2. U.S. Aviation GHG Emissions Reduction Plan: http://www.icao.int/environmental-

protection/Pages/ClimateChange_ActionPlan.aspx
3. Environment and Energy Website: http://www.faa.gov/go/environment
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Technology Fuels

Operations New Entrants

INNOVATION

ADVANCE SCIENCE AND 
INTEGRATED MODELING

Aviation Environmental 
Tool Suite

Source 
characterization

Health and welfare 
impacts

Propagation and 
dispersion

POLICIES & PROCEDURES

• Aircraft and Engine Standards
• CORSIA
• Community Engagement

ANALYSIS

• Inform decision making
• Evaluate progress toward goals

PLAN

• Environment and energy policy statement 1
• U.S. Action Plan 2
• Research roadmaps 3

GOALS
• Noise
• Air Quality
• Energy

FAA VISION
Reach the next level of safety, 
efficiency, environmental 
responsibility and global 
leadership
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Federal Aviation
Administration

Environment and Energy (E&E) Research Programs
Continuous Lower Energy, Emissions and Noise (CLEEN)

• Reduce aircraft fuel burn, emissions and noise through 
technology & advance alternative jet fuels

• Cost share partnership with industry

6

Additional Efforts

• Commercial Aviation Alternative Fuels Initiative (CAAFI)

• Volpe Transportation Center

• Contractors

ASCENT Center of Excellence (COE)

• COE for Alternative Jet Fuel and Environment

• Cost share research with universities 
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Approach: 2,000 m
from threshold

Landing Takeoff Cycle

Sideline: 450 m 
from runway edge

Flyover: 6,500 m 
from brakes off

Undercarriage

Engine Fan & Jet Exhaust

High lift system

Aircraft Noise

Community Exposure

All noise sources contribute 
to acoustic signature – both 
at takeoff and during landing

Community exposure set by 
aircraft types and operational 

tempo over day and night

Community Noise from Aircraft
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Commercial Aircraft Noise Evolution
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Federal Aviation
Administration

Noise Reduction through Technology
• Noise improvements have come with fuel efficiency gains
• Increased engine bypass ratio

• Simplified high lift systems
Boeing 747-8Boeing 747-400

Boeing 787DC-8

Images from airliners.net
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Federal Aviation
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Historical Trends in Noise Exposure and Enplanements

A 93 percent decrease in community noise exposure while increasing 
enplanements by over a factor of four – the noise experience is very different 

today then decades past and we expect it to continue to evolve
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Federal Aviation
Administration

Today’s Situation
• Aircraft noise from 1970s is 

different than aircraft noise today. 
Aircraft from 1970s produced the 
same acoustic energy as 10 to 
30 aircraft operations today.

• A few, but relatively loud, events 
in 1970s would result in DNL 65 
dB. Many, relatively quiet events 
today would also result in DNL 65 
dB. However, noise experience 
would be very different.

• Precision navigation is being 
implemented to increase the 
safety and efficiency of the NAS. 

100 Events/Day SEL 94.4 dBA = 65 DNL

10 Events/Day SEL 104.4 dBA = 65 DNL

1 Event/Day SEL 114.4 dBA = 65 DNL Car Horn

Chain Saw

Lawn Mower
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Federal Aviation
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Efforts Relating to Aircraft Noise
Understanding Noise
• Improving modeling capabilities
• Examining relationship between noise and annoyance, sleep, 

cardiovascular health and children’s learning
• Evaluating current aircraft, helicopters, commercial supersonic aircraft, 

unmanned aerial systems, and commercial space vehicles
Outreach
• Enhanced community involvement 
• Increase public understanding
Reducing Noise at the Source
• Aircraft technologies and architecture 
• Noise standards 
Mitigation
• Vehicle operations
• Sound insulation program
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For more information:

Aircraft noise: www.faa.gov/go/aviationnoise/

ASCENT: www.ascent.aero

CLEEN: www.faa.gov/go/cleen/

MITRE: www.mitre.org/

Volpe: www.volpe.dot.gov/ Page 16
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Federal Aviation
Administration

Aviation Environmental 
Design Tool (AEDT)
• Computes noise, fuel burn and 

emissions simultaneously
• Can analyze airport, regional, 

national, and global scales
• Required for all regulatory 

actions
• In use by 428 international 

users from 36 countries

AEDT Development Plan
• Current version of tool, AEDT3b, released on September 24, 2019 
• Improvements in AEDT 3 series, relative to AEDT2d

– Improved aircraft performance module
– Improved takeoff weight and thrust modeling
– Improved capabilities at lower noise levels 

• Laying ground work to incorporate airframe noise more explicitly in AEDT4 
with a planned 2022 release

For more information on AEDT or to download it, please visit: https://aedt.faa.gov/

AEDT
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Research Areas on Noise Impacts
• FAA is sponsoring a robust research program to understand the 

potential impacts of aviation noise on public health and welfare

• Annoyance
– In 2014, FAA initiated a national survey to measure public annoyance to aircraft noise, 

as part of FAA’s broader research portfolio related to aircraft noise
– Responses from over 10,000 people living near 20 U.S. airports were collected
– The survey results and a draft report are being reviewed by the FAA in coordination 

with the Department of Transportation and other federal agencies

• Sleep Disturbance
– Conducted field studies to test different equipment viability
– Have begun preparations for a national study
– Determine what, if any, impact aviation noise has on sleep

• Cardiovascular Health
– Associating historic, modeled noise levels with existing epidemiological studies
– Determine what, if any, correlation exists between cardiovascular disease and aviation 

noise

14For more information: 
• PARTNER Project 44: http://partner.mit.edu/projects/aviation-related-noise-effects-elderly
• ASCNET Project 003: https://ascent.aero/project/noise-impact-health-research/
• ASCENT Project 017: https://ascent.aero/project/noise-exposure-response-sleep-disturbance/
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Efforts Relating to Aircraft Technology
Continuous Lower Energy, Emissions & Noise (CLEEN)
• FAA led public-private partnership with 100% cost share from 

industry
• Reducing fuel burn, emissions and noise via aircraft and engine 

technologies and alternative jet fuels
• Conducting demonstrations to accelerate maturation of certifiable 

aircraft and engine technologies
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Phase I Phase II Phase III*

Time Frame 2010-2015 2016-2020 2021-2025

FAA Budget ~$125M ~$100M TBD

Noise Reduction 
Goal

25 dB cumulative noise reduction cumulative to Stage 5
and/or reduces community noise exposure (new goal for Phase III)

Fuel Burn Goal 33% reduction 40% reduction -20%
re: CAEP/10 Std.

NOX Emissions 
Reduction Goal

60% landing/take-off 
NOX emissions

75% landing/take-off NOX emissions
(-70% re: CAEP/8)

Particulate Matter 
Reduction Goal

Reduction relative 
to CAEP/11 Std

Entry into Service 2018 2026 2031
*The information for the third phase of the CLEEN Program is notional as the FAA is in the process of developing the final solicitation.

For more information on CLEEN program: http://www.faa.gov/go/cleen

CLEEN III Industry Day:  https://faaco.faa.gov/index.cfm/announcement/view/32134

CLEEN III Solicitation: https://faaco.faa.gov/index.cfm/announcement/view/31885 Page 19
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Federal Aviation
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Opportunities for noise reduction:
– Airlines determine what aircraft fly and when
– There might be opportunities to change where aircraft fly 

(through precision navigation) and how aircraft are flown

– Must consider the entirety of the airspace and ensure 
the continued safety of operations

Concepts being evaluated:
– Route changes
– Thrust / speed management

– Noise abatement procedures
– Manage thrust and configuration to lower noise 

on takeoff and approach

– Vertical profile
– Continuous climb operations
– Continuous descent arrival
– Modified approach angles 
– Staggered or displaced landing thresholds

– Introduction of systematic dispersion

Takeoff Profile

Efforts Relating to Aircraft Operations

Approach Profile

16For more information: 
• ASCENT Project 023: https://ascent.aero/project/analytical-approach-for-quantifying-noise-from-advanced-

operational-procedures/
• ASCENT Project 044:https://ascent.aero/project/aircraft-noise-abatement-procedure-modeling-and-validation/ Page 20
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Aircraft Emissions and Air Quality

Fuel composition and engine 
design determine emissions 

Atmospheric transformation, 
dispersion and removal 

determine pollutant 
concentration

Tank-to-Wake Actual Combustion Emissions
CO2 + H2O + NOX + SOX + soot + CO + HC + N2 + O2

Fuel: CnHm + S

N2 + O2

Air:

17
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• Epidemiological studies link long-term exposure to fine Particulate Matter 
(PM2.5) to increased risk of premature mortality 

Dockery et al. (1993); Pope et al. (2002); WHO (2008);  Pope et al. (2009); USA EPA (2011)

• Particulate Matter consists of particles and liquid droplets
• Particulate Matter = PM10 = diameter ≤ 10 μm (could enter lungs)
• Fine Particulate Matter = PM2.5 = diameter ≤ 2.5 μm (could enter blood)
• Ultrafine Particulate Matter = PM0.1 = diameter ≤ 0.1 μm (could enter systems)

• Particulate Matter from aircraft engines:
• Soot (a.k.a., non-volatile PM, black carbon)
• Volatile organic compounds from engine 

sulfate and nitrates & atmospheric ammonia
• Aircraft engine PM is sufficiently small to 

qualify as ultrafine particulate matter

Fine particulate matter

http://www3.epa.gov/airquality/particlepollution/basic.html

Particulate Matter

18
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Federal Aviation
Administration

Aircraft Emissions in Perspective
• Based on analysis of top 66 airports in the U.S., aircraft operations 

contribute less than 1% of all ambient PM2.5 in metropolitan areas. 
– UNC research - Boone, S. S. Penn, J. Levy and S. Arunachalam (2015). Calculation of sensitivity coefficients for individual airport emissions 

in the continental United States using CMAQ-DDM3D/PM, In Proceedings of the 34th International Technical Meeting on Air Pollution, 
Montpellier, France, May 2015.

• Aircraft activities contributes to 0.3% of the health impacts of combustion 
emissions in the U.S. 

– MIT research - Dedoussi and Barrett, “Air pollution and early deaths in the United States. Part II: Attribution of PM2.5 exposure to emissions 
species, time, location and sector,” Atmospheric Environment 99 (2014). http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.atmosenv.2014.10.033

– MIT research - Yim et al., “Global, regional and local health impacts of civil aviation emissions,” Environ. Res. Lett. 10 (2015). 
doi:10.1088/1748-9326/10/3/034001

• Based on measurements in Seattle area, road traffic produces more PM, 
relative to aviation, at all sizes down to 20 nm. Aircraft produce more PM, 
relative to emissions, at sizes from 10 to 20 nm.

– PM0.1 is 100 nm and road traffic PM 
– U. Washington research - Preliminary findings presented by Prof. E. Austin of U.W. to 2019 Aviation Emissions Characterization Roadmap 

meeting available for download at https://deohs.washington.edu/mov-mobile-observations-ultrafine-particles-study

19
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Efforts Relating to Jet Fuel and Emissions
Testing and Modeling
• Measure emissions from engines using conventional and alternative jet fuels 
• Improve atmospheric impact modeling capabilities
• Support and improve Certification/Qualification testing to ensure alternative 

jet fuels are safe for use
• Analysis to understand environmental and economic sustainability of alt fuels

Reducing Emissions
• ICAO Carbon Offsetting and Reduction Scheme (CORSIA)
• Engine standard (NOX, PM, and CO2 standards)
• Modifications to fuel composition 
• Aircraft technologies 
• Vehicle operations
Coordinate Activities
• Public-private partnerships
• State, regional, interagency, and international

20
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Technology & Emissions Reduction 

DC-8,
1958

Boeing 787,
2012

• Visible smoke emissions have been eliminated

• 50% reduction in CAEP Nitrogen Oxides (NOx) emissions 
standard since 1995

• CAEP/11 agreement on a particulate matter standard for aircraft 
engines – limits on both particle number and mass

• CLEEN Program - Low Emissions Combustors
• GE TAPS II Combustor, 

LTO Nox: 55% below most recent CAEP std
PM: 90% below CAEP visibility smoke limit

• CLEEN combustor development ongoing
with GE, Honeywell, Rolls Royce

21
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Our Direction
• Utilizing a comprehensive 

approach to address environmental 
challenges

• Working with a broad range of 
stakeholders to understand issues 
and develop solutions

• Placing more focus on innovation 
to overcome noise and emissions 
challenges

• Continue to seek partnerships for 
our R&D efforts

• Continue to be responsive to 
priorities outlined in the FAA 
Reauthorization Act of 2018

22
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SECTION  SECTION TITLE DUE FAA STATUS TEXT Note
173 Alternative Airplane Noise 

Metric Evaluation Deadline    
2019.10.05 Complete The FAA shall complete its ongoing evaluation of alternative metrics to the 

current Day Night Level (DNL) 65 Standard .      
The FAA views this section as setting a 
deadline for its internal work, with no 
report to Congress required.

175 Addressing Community Noise 
Concerns     

NA The FAA shall consider dispersal headings or other lateral track variations if the 
airport operator requests it and the request would not conflict with the “safe 
and efficient” use of the national airspace , when proposing or amending RNAV 
procedures that direct aircraft below 6,000 feet over noise sensitive areas.   

176 Community Involvement in 
FAA Nextgen Projects Located 
in Metroplexes   

2019.04.05 (Review)
2019.06.05 (Report)

Late The FAA shall review its community involvement practices  and produce a 
report on how to improve them for future projects

179 Airport Noise Mitigation and 
Safety Study     

2020.10.05 The FAA shall review and evaluate existing studies of the relationship between 
jet aircraft approach and takeoff speeds and corresponding noise impacts  on 
communities, including the advisability of using speeds as a noise mitigation 
technique, and whether any of the metropolitan areas identified in §189 would 
benefit from such mitigation techniques without significantly impacting 
aviation safety or efficiency .  

180 Regional Ombudsen      2019.10.05 Complete Within 1 year, the FAA is directed to designate a regional ombudsman for each 
FAA region  , to serve as a community liaison, make recommendations to 
address community concerns, and be consulted on proposed airspace changes    

181 FAA Leadership on Civil 
Supersonic Aircraft     

2020.03.31 (NPRM) The FAA is directed to exercise leadership related to the certification and safe 
and efficient operation of civil supersonic aircraft , including issuing a 
rulemaking on noise standards.     

Comments on NPRM regulation 
Landing/Takeoff (LTO) noise due 
2020.07.13. Future NPRM to address sonic 
boom over land.

186 Stage 3 Aircraft Study      2020.04.05 (Report) Late The FAA is directed to review the benefits, costs, and other impacts  to a variety 
of stakeholders, including communities surrounding airports, from a phaseout 
of Stage 3 aircraft .     

187 Aircraft Noise Exposure Study      2020.10.05 (Report) The FAA shall conclude its ongoing review of the relationship between aircraft 
noise exposure and its effects on communities around airports . The report shall 
include preliminary recommendations for revising land use compatibility 
guidelines.    

FAA press release 2015.05.07 will soon 
begin work on a multi-year survey with 
hopes to finish by 2016. 
https://www.faa.gov/news/press_releases
/news_story.cfm?newsId=18774

188 Study Regarding Day-Night 
Average Sound Levels     

2019.10.05 (Report) Complete The FAA shall evaluate alternative metrics to the current average daynight 
level (DNL) standard , such as the use of actual noise sampling and other 
methods, to address community airplane noise concerns.     

173 said to have been addressed by this 
deliverable.
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SECTION  SECTION TITLE DUE FAA STATUS TEXT Note
189 Study on Potential Health and 

Economic Impacts of 
Overflight Noise    

2022.04.05 (Study 
Complete)

The FAA shall enter into an agreement with an eligible institute of higher 
learning to study health impacts of noise from aircraft on residents exposed to 
a range of noise levels from such flights. The study shall examine incremental 
health impacts, including sleep disturbance and elevated blood pressure, and 
be focused on residents in designated metropolitan areas (Washington, DC 
metro area is included) and under flight paths frequented by aircraft flying 
lower than 10,000 feet.

178 Terminal Sequencing and 
Spacing

2018.12.04 (Briefing 
to Congress)

the Administrator of the Federal Aviation Administration shall provide a 
briefing to the appropriate committees of Congress on the status of Terminal 
Sequencing and Spacing (TSAS) implementation  across all completed NextGen 
metroplexes 

Review this briefing material to decide if it 
warrants a presentation to the RT

329 Performance Based Standards The Administrator shall, to the maximum extent possible and consistent with 
Federal law, and based on input by the public, ensure  that regulations, 
guidance, and policies issued by the FAA on and after the date of enactment of 
this Act are issued in the form of performance-based standards, providing an 
equal or higher level of safety.

Clarify the intent of this requirement with 
the FAA

342-377, 
582, 721

Drones

502 Report on Air Traffic Control 
Modernization

2019.04.05 (FAA)
2020.01.05 (IG)

the Administrator shall submit... a report describing the multiyear effort... to 
modernize the air transportation system..., including… [schedules, delays, 
projected and actual costs and benefits, risks and mitigations.

Review a copy of the IG report

503 Return on Investment Report 2019.10.05, 
2020.10.05, …

the Administrator shall submit… a report on the status of each NextGen 
program [including] (1) an estimate of the date the program will have a 
positive return on investment; (2) an explanation of any delay in delivery of  
expected benefits.... (c) The Administrator shall (1) develop in coordination 
with the NextGen Advisory Committee and considering the need for a balance 
between the long-term and near-term user benefits [for the Federal 
Government and users of the national airspace system], a prioritization of the 
NextGen programs; (2) annually update the priority list ....

Review a copy of this report annually
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SECTION  SECTION TITLE DUE FAA STATUS TEXT Note
534 NextGen Delivery Study 2020.04.05 the inspector general of the Department of Transportation shall initiate a study 

of the potential impacts of a significantly delayed, significantly diminished, or 
completely failed delivery of the Next Generation Air Transportation System 
modernization initiative by the Federal Aviation Administration, including 
impacts to the air traffic control system and the national airspace system as a 
whole. [The report shall include (8) an analysis of the potential impacts on 
aircraft noise and flight paths; (9) the potential changes in separation 
standards, fuel consumption, flight paths, block times, and landing procedures 
or lack thereof; ..."]

Review a copy of this report

547 Enhanced Air Traffic Services Establishes a pilot program for preferential access to three airports providing 
higher priority in sequencing for airplanes equipped with "certain NextGen 
avionics". 

Ask what FAA program this section 
furthers. Time Based Flow Management? 
Terminal Sequencing and Spacing?

572 Special Review 2020.10.05 [The FAA Management Advisory Council shall review...] the practices and 
procedures of the FAA for developing proposals with respect to changes in 
regulations, policies, or guidance of the Federal Aviation Administration 
relating to airspace that affect airport operations, airport capacity, the 
environment, or communities in the vicinity of airports, including an 
assessment of the extent to which there is consultation, or a lack of 
consultation, with respect to such proposals— (A) between and among the 
affected elements of the Federal Aviation Administration...; and (B) between 
the Federal Aviation Administration and affected entities, including airports, 
aircraft operators, communities , and State and local governments.
[This determination is to made after consulting with air carriers, GA, airports, 
exclusive bargaining representatives of air traffic controllers and state aviation 
officials. Community representatives were not specified.]
[The report shall include] a description of the comments, recommendations, 
and dissenting views received from the
Council and a description of how the Administrator plans to implement the 
recommendations of the Council."

Prep the State aviation officials with any 
potential concerns.

712 Research Advisory Committee The national aviation research plan required under section 44501(c) shall 
include a summary of all research advisory committee recommendations and a 
description of the status of their implementation.’’

Clarify function of the Research Advisory 
Committee and review their 
recommendations
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SECTION  SECTION TITLE DUE FAA STATUS TEXT Note
741 Research Plan for the 

Certification of New 
Technologies into the 
National Airspace System

2019.10.05 [the Administrator shall transmit] a comprehensive research plan for the 
certification of new technologies into the national airspace system to the 
Committee on Science, Space, and Technology of the House of Representatives 
and the Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation of the Senate. 
This plan shall identify research necessary to support the certification and 
implementation of NextGen ....

Request a copy of this research plan and 
review it.

742 Technology Review 2019.10.05 The Administrator of the FAA, in coordination with the Administrator of NASA, 
shall conduct a review of current and planned research on the use of advanced 
aircraft technologies, innovative materials, alternative fuels, additive 
manufacturing, and novel aircraft designs, to increase aircraft fuel efficiency. 
[Among other things the review shall include summaries of projects and 
missions to examine "such technologies, materials, fuels, and aircraft designs 
to enhance fuel efficiency and aerodynamic performance, and reduce drag, 
weight, noise , and fuel consumption;"

Request a copy of this report and review 
it.

743 CLEEN Aircraft and Engine 
Technology Partnership

The Administrator of the Federal Aviation Administration shall enter into a cost-
sharing cooperative agreement... with institutions, entities, or consortiums to 
carry out a program for the development, maturation, and testing of certifiable 
CLEEN [continuous lower energy, emissions, and noise ] aircraft, engine 
technologies, and jet fuels for civil subsonic airplanes.... (c) The Administrator 
shall establish the performance objectives for the program in terms of the 
specific objectives to reduce fuel burn, emissions and noise .

Request a copy of the report detailing the 
performance objectives and review it.

761 NextGen Research 2019.10.05 the Administrator shall submit… a report specifying the top 5 priority research 
areas for the implementation and advancement of NextGen, including— (1) an 
assessment of why the research areas are a priority for the implementation 
and advancement of NextGen; (2) an identification of the other Federal 
agencies and private organizations assisting the Administration with the 
research; and (3) an estimate of when the research will be completed.

Request a copy of this report and review 
it.
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Common themes from the public have been inserted in chart above as bullets 
 
Not in the chart: Link the IFP Gateway Publication Dates and FAA Roundtable Report Outs 
 

Legislative Subcommittee 

ID Possible Agenda Items Recommended SCSC RT Action 

1 Review 15 bills introduced to House.  

2 Review FAA Reauthorization bill, receive status updates and any reports that have been generated.   

3 Follow-up on airline bailout legislation and language.  

4 Receive a summary of airport expansion plans.  

5 Develop a calendar of Legislative Committee meeting dates as well as a timeline of possible items to address.  

6 Consider actions to proactively address legislation. 
 Metrics: Replace DNL metric, Lower the 65 DNL Threshold for Assessing Noise Impacts, Place an Emphasis 

on the Frequency of Single Noise Events 
 Limit Nighttime Flights 
 FAA’s Procedure Development and Environmental Review Process 

 

7 Understand and make recommend changes to FAA’s procedure development and environmental review process. 
 Revise FAA's NEPA Guidance to Require Full Disclosure of Noise Analyses in CatExes 
 Include Public Involvement in the CatEx Process 
 Increase the Importance of Noise Impacts When Evaluating Flight Procedures 
 FAA Must Evaluate the Actual Impacts of Procedure Changes and Make Adjustments to Match the 

Environmental Analysis 

 

8 7 Determine actions to work with Congressional staff regarding new legislation or existing legislation for 
amendments.  

 

9 8 Determine ways for the Committee to be most effective.   
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